The final, complete Weekly Handout for this week is available for download at the course website: (http://sciences.sdsu.edu/~leonard/astro101). For convenience, I have listed here only the changes (i.e., additions, deletions, or changes) that were made to the version of the handout contained in your Course Reader. Rather than printing out the entire handout, you may wish to simply write these changes in to the Reader version of this Weekly Assignment.

Changes to the Week #5 Handout printed in the Course Reader:

- **First reading assignment:** [Changes – The General Midterm Exams Guide section is now assigned in addition to the First Midterm Exams Guide section. It is also now assigned that these pages be read before Thursday’s class this week.]

  Course Reader — Exam Preparation Material: General Midterm Exams Guide and First Midterm Exam Guide. (See the Table of Contents in the Course Reader for the exact pages.) Please read this assignment before this Thursday’s (Oct. 1) class.

  These pages of your Reader are designed to help you prepare for your first midterm exam, which will occur in class next Thursday, October 8. The first section contains instructions on what to bring with you to the exam as well as a general study plan for the exam. The second section includes a description of the first midterm exam, exam instructions, as well as sample questions similar to the ones you will encounter on the actual exam. We shall discuss the exam in more detail in class on Thursday, October 1, and Tuesday, October 6.